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Microsatellite analysis is a powerful tool for the assessment of genetic instability and loss of heterozygosity in
cancer cells. However, most human tumors harbor significant numbers of normal cells, which may contribute to
false-negative results. Recent techniques based on fluorescently labeled primers and semiautomated capillary
electrophoresis of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products allow a reliable quantitative assessment of (PCR)
products while requiring very small numbers of cells. We report a highly sensitive protocol for the
semiautomated analysis of allelic imbalance based on time-release PCR and capillary electrophoresis. With
this protocol, as few as 100 cells can be used to reliably assess allelic imbalance (AI) in DNA samples. Using a
panel of seven microsatellite markers, we determined allelic variation in a large set of heterozygous lymphocyte
DNA samples and examined the use of different statistical analysis techniques. Using these statistical
approaches, we describe a calibration method to evaluate AI from microsatellite results. Using a simple formula,
cutoff points at preset confidence levels are used to decide whether allelic imbalance exists in a given sample at
the loci under investigation. Our method allows the reliable detection of AI with very small amounts of DNA, and
is sufficiently quantitative to assess allelic ratios in nonclonal tissue specimens.
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Abnormal chromosomes, or aneuploidy, is one
hallmark of cancer cells.1 This chromosomal imbal-
ance is characterized by losses or gains of chromo-
somal regions, duplication of chromosomes, and the
amplification of DNA. Whether aneuploidy is the
cause or effect of carcinogenesis is still unclear,
although some of the genetic changes do affect
oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes. Inactivating
mutations in tumor suppressor genes are frequently
associated with loss of the nonmutated allele of the
gene, called loss of heterozygosity (LOH). In mix-
tures of normal and tumor cells, LOH may only be
detectable as an imbalance between the detected
amounts of each of the two alleles (allelic imbal-
ance, AI). Measures of AI may be further compli-
cated by other chromosomal abnormalities, such as
duplications, that may lead to altered allele ratios.

The analysis of microsatellites in DNA from
normal or tumor cells has proven a powerful
tool to determine genetic changes associated with
cancer development. Microsatellites consist of
repetitive DNA sequences, with repeat units typi-
cally ranging from one to five nucleotides (for
review see Umar and Kunkel2). These simple
sequences can pose difficulties for cellular DNA
replication and repair mechanisms. As a result,
microsatellites are highly variable within popula-
tions, and mutations in microsatellites are more
common than those in nonrepetitive DNA. Because
of their high mutability, many individual alleles of a
given microsatellite may exist in the human popula-
tion. This variation translates into a high probability
that different length alleles exist when analyzing
different individuals. For this reason, microsatel-
lites at or near tumor-associated genes have been
used to localize these genes and to analyze genetic
abnormalities in cancer cells. For example, LOH at
specific chromosomal loci has been used to study
the sequence of events associated with carcinogen-
esis and to determine the clinical behavior of
different tumors.3–5
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Because LOH analysis depends on the absence of
signal for one of the two alleles, it is very sensitive to
contaminating normal tissue in the DNA specimen.
Contamination is almost always a problem since
primary tumors contain a mixture of neoplastic and
non-neoplastic cells. These non-neoplastic cells can
be stromal cells, infiltrating lymphocytes, endothe-
lial cells, or others. The DNA contribution of these
cells can obscure the molecular abnormalities found
in neoplastic cells. Recent developments in micro-
dissection of neoplastic cells have provided a
reliable way to obtain almost pure populations of
cells. However, the capability to analyze fewer and
fewer cells using sensitive molecular techniques
creates new challenges in the assessment and
interpretation of the data. The most important of
these are the question of whether the sample
assayed is representative of the tissue of interest,
the technical challenges of analyzing minute
amounts of DNA, and the statistical analysis of the
resulting measurements. Tissue representation is an
issue whenever one aims to generalize findings on a
small tissue sample or biopsy to the diseased organ
or to the presence, or absence of a disease. These
questions are not new, but with the capability to
analyze smaller numbers of cells obtaining an
accurate representation of the targeted tissue be-
comes increasingly important. In some cases, the
assumption of an exclusive mixture of heterozygous
and nonheterozygous cells does not hold. Appar-
ently, normal cell populations may contain a
number of cells with abnormal DNA content and/
or LOH and the proportion of such cells may vary
within the sample set. In the case of bronchial
epithelium, it was proposed that patches of cells are
the result of clonal outgrowth and that each of these
patches of cells may carry different genetic muta-
tions.6 An accurate description of the level of AI is
critical under these conditions. Over the last decade,
many of the conditions for the analysis of AI and
LOH in small amounts of DNA have been investi-
gated using traditional radioactive labeling and gel
electrophoresis.7–9 The use of automated capillary
electrophoresis to analyze fluorescently labeled DNA
fragments is relatively new, however, with only a few
validation studies have been reported.10–12

The goal of the current study was to develop a
reliable protocol optimized for sensitivity and
accuracy. The new protocol employs a one-step
DNA extraction, followed by a single time-release
amplification reaction with analysis of the fluores-
cently labeled polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
product by capillary electrophoresis. This approach
allowed us to reduce the number of processing
steps, thereby minimizing the risk of contamination.
The current protocol can detect single molecules of
DNA obtained from frozen cells. It is highly
reproducible and can reliably detect AI in as few
as 100 cells. We propose a statistical approach based
on transformation of allele ratios that can be used to
estimate the extent of AI in a given sample and to

decide (with a specified level of confidence)
whether AI is actually present.

Materials and methods

DNA Isolation and Quantitation

Human lymphocyte DNA samples used in this study
were collected as part of a clinical study on the early
detection of lung cancer in high-risk patients. This
study was approved by the Institutional Review
Boards of the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill and of the National Institute of Environmental
Health Sciences. Mononucleated blood cells were
isolated within 24h of phlebotomy using Vacutainer
CPT tubes (Beckton-Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ,
USA) as recommended by the manufacturer and
kept in a buffered 15% ethanol solution at 41C until
DNA isolation. DNA was isolated from these cells
using a protocol that is commonly used for both
frozen and fixed tumor specimens.13 Briefly, ap-
proximately 105 cells were incubated in 100 ml of
lysis buffer (0.2% Tween-80, 100 mg Proteinase K/ml,
in 10mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 and 1mM EDTA) for 2h at
561C.14 The DNA preparations were kept at �201C
until analysis. A volume of 1ml of the DNA solution
was used to quantify the DNAwith PicoGreen DNA
reagent (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA) as
indicated by the manufacturer. This quantitation is
based on SYBRgreen, which specifically binds
double stranded DNA and allows the detection of
picogram quantities of DNA.

Time-release PCR

Microsatellite analysis was performed with the DNA
amounts as indicated for each experiment using a
modification of time-release PCR as described
previously.15 DNA preparations were diluted and
used directly in a 50 ml amplification reaction using
TaqGold DNA polymerase (Applied Biosystems,
Foster City, CA, USA). TaqGold is a chemically
modified form of Thermus aquaticus DNA polyme-
rase that requires activation by heat for full activity.
Time-release of TaqGold DNA polymerase activity is
achieved by eliminating the heat activation step at
the start of the protocol. These adaptations result in
a slow release of polymerase activity during the
initial phases of the PCR, when limited amounts of
target DNA are available. These properties allow the
amplification of a single molecule to proceed to
quantities that are readily detectable by capillary
electrophoresis using fluorescent dyes.

For the current study, a typical reaction contained
10–150pg of DNA, amplification buffer with 1–
3mM MgCl2, 200 mM of each dNTP, 10pmol of each
of the deoxyoligonucleotides and 2.5U of TaqGold
in a volume of 50 ml. Optimization for the MgCl2
concentration was performed for each microsatellite
marker at similarly low concentrations of DNA. The
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deoxyoligonucleotide primers were labeled with
one of three fluorescent dyes, FAM, TET or HEX
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). The
amplification schedule was identical for all micro-
satellites: a total of 60 cycles with a denaturation
step of 30 s at 941C, an annealing step of 30 s at
55–601C, and a DNA synthesis step of 1min at 721C,
with a final extension for 5min at 721C. A list of
microsatellite markers used in this study is shown
in Table 1. Recent experience has shown that a total
of 50 amplification cycles is sufficient when
analyzing the PCR products with the newer ABI
3100 capillary electrophoresis equipment.

Analysis of PCR Products

The amplification products were diluted 1 to 50 in
deionized formamide and denatured by heating to
951C for 3min prior to loading on an ABI 310 DNA
analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA,
USA). A size marker standard was included with
each run using TAMRA as a fluorescent dye
(TAMRA 500, Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA,
USA). The results were analyzed with Genescan
software using the peak area (area under the curve)
as primary outcome measure. The area under the
highest peak was chosen for analysis with markers
that demonstrated DNA polymerase slippage arti-
facts. There were no substantial differences between
the use of peak area or peak height as the outcome
measure.

Results

Time-release PCR

We employed time-release PCR to analyze several
different microsatellite markers that are of interest
for lung carcinogenesis. We show here that this
method is capable of amplifying amounts of DNA
that are equivalent to single alleles present in the
reaction. In addition, we investigated the reprodu-
cibility of allele ratios under amplification condi-
tions that included DNA amounts ranging from the
equivalent of just a few cells to hundreds of cells.
Based on the results of these experiments we
propose a statistical analysis procedure using allele

ratios or allele fraction to assess AI in test samples.
We also indicate how measures of AI may be used to
calculate the proportion of cells exhibiting LOH in a
mixed sample where some cells are heterozygous
and some are hemizygous at the target locus.

The amplification procedure we developed is
based on time-release PCR, which omits the initial
heat activation step that is recommended for
AmpliTaq Gold polymerase.15 Thus, enzyme activity
is slowly released with less activity present at the
initial cycles when only small amounts of DNA are
present. The assumption is that this reduces the
amount of nonspecific priming during the initial
phases of the PCR. In addition, the Taq polymerase
is exposed to less time at denaturing temperatures,
so polymerase activity is still present even after 60
cycles (data not shown). The optimal conditions for
each of the microsatellite markers were determined
using 1ng of DNA (equivalent of about 170 cells,
assuming 6pg DNA/cell) using the time-release PCR
protocol.

Sensitivity and Allelic Representation Using
Time-release PCR

When amplifying amounts of DNA that approach
single allele quantities per PCR vial, the distribution
of molecules in separate vials becomes a chance
event. Thus, results obtained from a set of indepen-
dent PCR amplifications provide evidence for the
sensitivity of the reaction and can verify that low
amounts of DNA were indeed present. We tested
these principles by PCR amplification of the marker
D3S1298 in 10 independent vials containing the
DNA equivalent of on average two diploid lympho-
cyte cells per vial. Representative examples of these
types of amplifications are shown in Figure 1. Two
of the 10 reactions did not show any product, while
four showed only one of the two different alleles and
another four showed both alleles. The allele ratios
for these last four reactions were 1.01, 1.02, 1.93,
and 0.59, respectively. These results are consistent
with a DNA concentration that is close to just a few
molecules present per PCR vial and demonstrate the
extreme sensitivity of time-release PCR when
coupled with fluorescent detection by capillary
electrophoresis.

Table 1 Overview of microsatellite markers

Microsatellite marker Chromosomal location Repeat unit N Average allele fraction (s.d.) Average log2 (allele ratio) (s.d.)

D3S1300 3p14 CA 24 0.577 (0.047) 0.455 (0.283)
D3S4103 3p14 AAT 29 0.588 (0.054) 0.525 (0.336)
D3S1298 3p22–24.2 CA 21 0.620 (0.054) 0.721 (0.368)
D3S1573 3p21.2 CA 21 0.603 (0.040) 0.607 (0.244)
D9S171 9p21 CA 27 0.597 (0.050) 0.574 (0.320)
IFNA 9p22 CA 21 0.600 (0.022) 0.586 (0.130)
TP53 17p13 AAAAT 9 0.603 (0.044) 0.610 (0.271)
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One important issue when dealing with the
extremely small amounts of DNA, for instance
obtained with microdissection techniques, is how
well the original cell population of interest is
represented by the DNA sample at hand.16 The
lower the amount of DNA in the PCR, the greater the
risk for allele ratios that are abnormal due to a
chance distribution of alleles in the reaction. To
examine how much DNA is needed to stabilize this
source of variation, we analyzed marker D9S171
using starting amounts of a heterozygous DNA that
were equivalent to 250, 125, 50, 25, 5, and 0.5 cells
with eight independent reactions per DNA level
(Figure 2). The allele ratios in this experiment
became more variable with decreasing DNA
amounts. With the lowest DNA amount (0.5 cell
equivalent) two reactions did not amplify, four

showed only one of the two alleles, while the
remaining two had allele ratios of 0.99 and 1.03,
respectively. Thus, the DNA equivalent of a mini-
mum of about 100 cells is required for a full
representation of both alleles in the analysis.

Quantitative relationships among
measures of AI and of LOH

Although AI is measured by our protocol, one is
often interested in estimating the proportion of cells
with LOH in a mixed sample. Allele ratio and allele
fraction both measure AI, and either measure can
easily be calculated from the other. In addition,
under certain assumptions about the mixture of cells
in a sample, the fraction of cells in the mixture that
exhibit LOH can be calculated from either measure
of AI.

First, we establish some notation. Suppose a
tissue sample contains a mixture of diploid cells
where some cells are heterozygous (AB, for example)
at a particular locus and the remaining cells have
LOH (A�, say) at that locus. Let p be the fraction of
A– cells in the mixture, that is, the fraction with
LOH. Let fA and fB denote the fraction of alleles in
the DNA from the tissue sample that are A or B,
respectively. Of course, fB¼ 1–fA. The way that we
have defined terms requires that fAZfB or, equiva-
lently, that fA � 1

2, because only B alleles are lost.
Also, let R denote the allele ratio, that is, the ratio of
the number of copies of allele B to the number of
copies of allele A (note that the allele with the
smaller fraction is in the numerator so Rr1 in this
notation).

Next, we show how to calculate one measure of AI
from the other. To calculate R from fA, notice that R
can be expressed as fB/fA. Thus, R¼ (1�fA)/fA.
Solving this equation for fA yields: fA¼ 1/(Rþ 1).
These transformations from fA to R and vice versa
apply to any complex mixture of multiple cell types
that might exhibit AI.

Finally, consider calculating p, the proportion of
cells in the tissue sample that exhibit LOH, from
measures of AI determined experimentally, assum-
ing the simple mixture of two cell types described
above. With some number N of cells in the sample,
one has p N copies of A from the A� cells and (1�p)
N copies of A from the AB cells, for a total of N
copies of A. With the same number of cells, one has
only (1�p) N copies of B from AB cells. Thus, the
total number of alleles in the mixture is Nþ (1�p)
N¼ (2�p) N, somewhat less than the 2N that one
would have if all cells were heterozygous (that is, if
p¼ 0). Consequently, the fraction of alleles in the
mixture that are A is fA ¼ N=ðð2� pÞNÞ ¼ 1=ð2� pÞ.
Solving this equation above for p gives: p¼ 2�(1/fA).
Thus, the proportion of cells with LOH in a mixture
can be calculated from the allele fraction. In
particular, if fA ¼ 1

2 then p¼ 0; that is, if half the
alleles are allele A then there are no cells with LOH

Figure 1 Example of PCR analysis using small amounts of DNA.
Eight representative results are shown for the microsatellite
marker D3S1298. Two distributions of allele sizes are shown
(with PCR slippage artifacts) with a size standard peak in the
middle. DNA quantities of approximately one genome equivalent
of DNA per PCR vial were used.

Figure 2 Distribution of allele ratios obtained with different
amounts of starting DNA. The variability increases with smaller
amounts of DNA in the PCR, and this variation becomes
sufficiently large at cell equivalents of five or fewer cells to
resemble PCR results normally obtained when allelic imbalance is
present. Indicated are the 95 and 99% confidence intervals
around the measurements.
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in the mixture. A similar argument shows that the
fraction of alleles in the mixture that are B is

fB ¼ ð1� pÞN
ð2� pÞN ¼ 1� p

2� p

Since R¼ fB/fA, substituting for fA and fB from the
equations above gives R¼ 1�p or p¼ 1�R. That is,
the proportion of cells with LOH in the mixture can
be calculated directly from the ratio of alleles
(defined so that ratio is less than one).

A Calibration Approach to Detecting AI

We propose a statistical approach based on linear
calibration for deciding whether an individual
sample exhibits AI. Let X denote the true allele
ratio in a tissue with two alleles at a given locus. If
the allele ratio differs from one, the tissue exhibits
AI. Let Y denote the estimated allele ratio measured
by time-release PCR and fluorescent capillary
electrophoresis. Suppose that one can find a one-
to-one transformation of the allele ratio, say T, so
that T(Y)¼ b0þ b1T(X)þ e (where e is a term for
random error). Given such a calibration curve, one
could estimate confidence bounds for the true allele
ratio X for any observed allele ratio of Y. If those
confidence bounds failed to contain the null value
one, one would declare that the observed Y arose
from a sample with AI. The standard linear calibra-
tion analysis assumes that the random errors in the
calibration model have a constant variance regard-
less of the value of T(X) and that they are
approximately normally distributed.17 Conse-
quently, we sought transformations of the allele
ratio that appear consistent with those assumptions.

Evaluation of Transformations of Allelic Ratio

We used a mixture experiment to investigate the
properties of possible transformation curves. Two
homozygous lymphocyte DNA samples, each with
different size alleles for marker IFNA, were mixed in
proportions ranging from 0 to 1 (ie, 0 and 100%)
with a spacing of 0.1 (10%). To this end, stock
solutions of 30 pg/ml were created of each of the two
DNA samples and different amounts of these stock
solutions were mixed according to the indicated
proportions to a total count of 600pg per PCR tube
(the DNA equivalent of approximately 100 diploid
cells). This low count was chosen to reflect the
actual conditions under which the test specimens
would be measured. The allele ratios in each mixing
proportion were measured in four independently
amplified subsamples using capillary electropho-
resis. Ideally, a calibration curve in this context
would exhibit an intercept of zero and a slope of
one. Small variations in assessing the true DNA
concentration in our lymphocyte DNA preparations
made it difficult to create stock solutions containing
precisely the same amount of DNA from each of the

two DNA samples, so that the putatively equal
amounts were likely somewhat discrepant. This
problem would lead to a discrepancy between the
nominal and the true allele ratios in a nominal 1:1
mixture. In addition, as mentioned elsewhere, the
smaller allele generally had higher signal intensities
in our measurements. These two features suggest
that an intercept derived from our mixing experi-
ment would be biased away from zero. On the other
hand, the process that created the ladder of allele
fractions from those initial putatively equal-concen-
tration solutions should allow the spacing of the
nominal mixing proportions to be more accurate,
particularly for a logarithmic transformation of
allele ratios. Consequently, we expected slopes to
be near one.

We evaluated three potential transformations,
where y is a ratio between zero and infinity: allele
ratio itself (T(y)¼ y), the base 2 logarithm of the
allele ratio (T(y)¼ log2(y), and the allele fraction
(T(y)¼ y/(1þ y)). As expected, for the preset mixing
proportions 0 and 1 (allele ratios 0 and infinity), the
measurement always resulted in allele fractions as 0
and 1, respectively. We ignored those two mixing
proportions when evaluating the transformations.
Each of the three transformations showed a reason-
ably linear relationship. The allele ratio was mark-
edly heteroscedastic so we did not consider that
transformation further. Both the logarithm of the
allele ratio and the allele fraction exhibited the
nearly constant variance across the range of mixing
proportions in our experiment, although the allele
fraction showed an expected tendency for the
variance to decrease at mixing proportions nearer
zero or one (Figure 3). The observed values
corresponding to a preset allele fraction of 60%
(with a log2 (allele ratio) of 0.585) deviate from the
expected line, a discrepancy that we attribute to a
possible pipetting error in establishing that mixture.
Intercepts were smaller than zero (P¼ 0.08 and
Po0.001 for allele fraction and log2 (allele ratio),
respectively); and the slopes did not differ signifi-
cantly from one (P¼ 0.72 and 0.18 for allele fraction
and log2 (allele ratio), respectively). Thus, our
mixing experiment suggests that either allele frac-
tion or log2 (allele ratio), but not allele ratio, may be
reasonable candidates for implementing a calibra-
tion approach to detect allelic imbalance. We prefer
log2 (allele ratio) to allele fraction because the
variance of the latter must decrease at extreme
mixing proportions, contradicting a needed assump-
tion.

Deciding whether a sample exhibits allelic
imbalance

Although the results of the mixture experiment can
be used to examine the properties of various
transformations, including whether the expected
slope is one, they cannot be used to estimate the
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calibration curve itself for two reasons. First, the
expected bias in the intercept would lead to bias in
the calibration inference. Second, the variation
around the calibration line based on our artificially
constructed ‘heterozygotes’ may differ from the
variation that would be seen between actual hetero-
zygous subjects when studying allelic imbalance,
leading to improper confidence interval width. To
alleviate these two difficulties, we propose a
calibration procedure that relies on DNA from
lymphocytes, a tissue that is unlikely to have allelic
imbalance when, say, lung tissue is the object of
study. Typically, the lymphocytes would come from
the same individuals whose lung tissue is under
study. Our procedure can use either the logarithm of
the allele ratio or the allele fraction, and assumes
that the true slope of the calibration line is one.

Data from the heterozygous lymphocytes without
allelic imbalance allow us to estimate only a single
point on the calibration curve, namely, the point
where the allele ratio is 1:1 so that its logarithm is
zero or the allele fraction is 0.5. Under the credible
assumption that the slope is one, however, the curve
can then be estimated for any possible value of the
allele ratio. Let Ti¼T(Yi) for i¼ 1,2,3,y,n denote the

transformed version of the allele ratio, either the
base 2 logarithm of the allele ratio or the allele
fraction, measured in lymphocytes from the ith
heterozygous subject. Let T ¼ 1=n

P
Ti be the

average of the Ti, and let

s ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=ðn� 1Þ

X
ðTi � TÞ2

q

be the estimated standard deviation of the Ti. Under
this notation, T(1:1)¼ 0 for the log2 (allele ratio) and
T(1:1)¼ 0.5 for the allele fraction. Assuming a slope
of one, take the estimated calibration curve to be
TðYÞ ¼ T � Tð1 :1Þ þ TðXÞ. Based on this estimated
calibration curve, given any noncalibration observa-
tion (ie, one on the tissue of interest rather than on
lymphocytes) denoted T(Y*), one can estimate the
unknown true value T(X*) as

TðX�Þ ¼ TðY�Þ � T þ Tð1 :1Þ
where the expression �T þ Tð1 :1Þ corrects for the
potential bias in the intercept mentioned earlier.
The (1�a)% confidence limits for T(X*) can be
estimated using

TðY�Þ � T þ Tð1 :1Þ � tan�1s

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 1

n

r
:

where t n�1
a is the (1�a/2) percentile of the Student’s

t distribution with n�1 degrees of freedom. If the
null value T(1:1) is outside these confidence limits,
then one concludes with (1�a)% confidence that the
sample exhibits allelic imbalance. The validity of
this confidence statement relies on the assumption
that the Ti follow a normal distribution, at least
approximately.

Normal Lymphocyte Allele Ratios for Seven
Microsatellite Markers

For each of the seven markers in this study, we
assessed the allele ratios separately on two aliquots
of lymphocytes from each subject and averaged the
two transformed values from each subject to form a
single reading. The averages of allele fractions or of
log2 (allele ratios) across a number of DNA samples
were similar across the seven markers (Table 1). For
example, average allele fraction ranged from 0.577 to
0.620, with standard deviations between 0.022 and
0.054.

To illustrate the calculations for AI, we use the
log2 (allele ratio) data from the marker IFNA. For the
21 subjects, the average log2 (allele ratio) had a mean
of 0.586 and a standard deviation of 0.130. Suppose
we seek to decide whether an unknown sample with
an observed average log2 (allele ratio) (based on two
measurements) of 0.116 exhibits AI with 99%
confidence. A point estimate for the true log2 (allele
ratio) is �0.470 (¼ 0.116–0.586þ 0.0) with 99%
confidence limits (�0.849,�0.092). Since this inter-
val does not cover 0.0, one would declare that the
sample does exhibit AI at the 99% confidence level.
If one increased the desired confidence level to

Figure 3 Evaluation of transformations of allele ratios for use in
linear calibration inference about AI. The x-axis is the trans-
formed value of the preset allele ratio in the sample; the y-axis is
the transformed value of the observed allele ratio measured with
capillary electrophoresis. All observed values follow expected
values closely except the 60% input DNA (see text). Top panel,
allele fraction; bottom panel, log2 (allele ratio).
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99.9%, the confidence interval becomes (�0.982,
0.042). This interval covers 0.0 so the sample fails to
exhibit AI at the more stringent confidence level.
Now, a log2 (allele ratio) of �0.470 corresponds to an
allele fraction of 0.42. Assuming a mixture of
heterozygous (normal) and hemizygous (having
LOH) cells, we can calculate the proportion of cells
with LOH (p) in this example as using fA¼ 1�0.42
(since fA needs to be larger than 1

2) so that p¼ 2�1/
0.58¼ 0.28. The proportion of cells with LOH in this
example is 28%. The observed log2 (allele ratio) of
0.116 in this example corresponds to an observed
allele fraction of 0.52. Carrying out all the calcula-
tions in allele fraction scale would lead to slightly
different confidence intervals (when the endpoints
are transformed to a common scale) but the same
conclusions about the existence of AI. Although
conclusions about AI are not guaranteed to be
exactly the same in the two scales; most often they
will be.

Discussion

Microsatellite analysis has an important role in the
assessment of genomic instability and mutation
associated with carcinogenesis. Almost all tumors
harbor gross chromosomal abnormalities as well as
specific changes in and around cancer-associated
genes. Various areas of LOH are also found in
histologically normal bronchial epithelium, espe-
cially from patients with a history of exposure to
tobacco smoke.18–20 Highly polymorphic microsatel-
lites provide an informative and sensitive tool to
analyze and characterize these changes. Tradition-
ally, microsatellite markers were determined by
radioactive labeling of PCR products followed by
gel electrophoresis and autoradiography. The develop-
ment of fluorescent dyes that can be analyzed in
automated systems now allow for a more sensitive
and a more quantitative characterization of micro-
satellite PCR products. In addition, novel micro-
dissection techniques such as LCM can be used to
obtain virtually pure cell populations from clinical
samples that can be admixtures of many different
cell types.21 These new technologies have been
validated against the more traditional methods of
microsatellite analysis and microdissection in other
studies.7,9,21,22 These results indicate that analysis of
frozen or ethanol fixed samples is much less prone
to PCR and other artifacts than the use of formalin-
fixed paraffin-embedded tissues.7,23 In addition,
microsatellite analysis by fluorescent labeling and
detection using automated systems is highly reliable
and quantitative.8,10,11 However, the procedures
used in the analysis of LOH are still under
development and no established rules for statistical
analysis currently exist. Several measures for LOH
have been used, employing the mathematical mean
and standard deviation of the allele ratios, newly
developed scores for LOH by differential weighing

of ratio results, either with or without rationaliza-
tion for the various cutoff values employed.10,11,22

In the current study, we investigated and opti-
mized each of the steps for microsatellite amplifica-
tion analysis on DNA purified from blood
lymphocytes. The main characteristics of our proto-
col are the rapid isolation of DNA followed by time-
release PCR amplification at single-molecule sensi-
tivity, detection of the fluorescently labeled PCR
products by capillary electrophoresis, and statistical
assessment of AI via confidence intervals. Time-
release PCR has the advantage of minimizing
manipulation steps associated with DNA purifica-
tion and thus limiting the chances of loss of DNA or
of DNA contamination. Since the PCR is set up as a
single reaction, no intermediate PCR products need
to be processed for nested PCR, which further
reduces the risk of contamination and pipetting
errors. In addition, intermediate PCR products may
vary greatly in DNA content and may thus be prone
to cross-sample contamination.

One crucial aspect of PCR analysis of DNA
obtained from microdissected tissue is the amount
of DNA that is present for amplification. When this
amount falls below a critical level of around 50
alleles per PCR, the resulting LOH results become
unstable. This phenomenon occurs in spite of the
highly reliable and quantitative nature of fluores-
cent capillary electrophoresis detection and is the
result of chance distribution of molecules in each
amplification reaction. The amount of DNA that is
present in the initial PCR may even be lower in the
case of formalin-fixed tissue, where the DNA may be
crosslinked or otherwise damaged.23 This level of
damage cannot easily be quantified and may
influence results even in the presence of apparently
sufficient amounts of input DNA.7

In several different experiments the allele ratios
obtained with near single-cell dilutions of DNA
showed a chance distribution of the signals that was
consistent with the presence or absence of one or the
other allele in the reaction. We conclude from these
results that the time-release PCR protocol is capable
of amplifying single molecules of DNA. We also
determined the reproducibility of the allele ratios
with different markers. The signals obtained with
larger alleles were generally lower than those
obtained with the smaller alleles resulting in ratios
below 1. A possible explanation for this phenom-
enon is that shorter alleles amplify slightly more
effectively and therefore will contribute a larger
amount of fluorescent signal in the ultimate
analysis.

The average allele fraction observed from dupli-
cate measurements on heterozygous lymphocyte
DNA samples was remarkably similar across the
seven microsatellite markers in this study. This
result illustrates the highly quantitative capillary
electrophoresis measurements across the set of di-,
tri-, and pentanucleotide markers used in our study.
Although the formulae presented for the calibration
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curve have tacitly assumed that a single measure-
ment is made on each lymphocyte calibration
sample and also on each sample from the tissue of
interest, as we have illustrated, averages of multiple
measurements on each sample can also be included.
Such allele ratio measurements on multiple aliquots
from a single subject’s tissue sample will improve
the precision of the estimates (both lymphocyte and
tissue of interest). If the same number of measure-
ments are made on every tissue sample the formulae
above can validly be applied to the averaged values.
If different numbers of aliquots are measured on
different subjects or between lymphocyte (calibra-
tion) samples and samples of the tissue of interest,
the principles of linear calibration can still be
applied but the simple formulae given here are not
adequate. Similarly, if the slope were believed to
deviate from one and an estimate of the slope from a
mixing experiment were employed, the formulae
given here are not valid.

The decision as to whether or not a sample
exhibits AI by determining whether a confidence
interval covers a fixed value is in essence the result
of a statistical test. One consequence of a testing
viewpoint is that, instead of calculating a con-
fidence interval for each tissue sample separately as
we described, one could calculate critical values
once and decide whether a sample showed evidence
of AI by whether each T(Y*) fell below a lower
critical value or above an upper one. A second
consequence of the testing viewpoint is that the
usual considerations about power and about multi-
ple comparisons apply. Under the stated assump-
tions and for a given confidence coefficient 1�a, the
power of this test depends on the unknown degree
of AI that a sample contains, the variability among
independent samples with the same level of imbal-
ance (estimated by s) and on the number (n) of
lymphocyte samples in the calibration data. Of these
factors, we have little control over the first or the
second, which depends largely on the repeatability
of the measurement procedure. We do control n,
however, and can increase the power of the test to
detect AI by increasing the number of subjects in the
calibration sample.

We have presented a method for detecting AI
based on calibration and illustrated its use. What we
have left open is how many calibration curves are
needed: one for each marker or even one for each
heterozygous genotype within each marker? We do
not have sufficient data now to answer these
questions authoritatively. We currently recommend
separate calibration curves for each marker
although, with more data, the similarities evident
Table 1 might be solidified and allow this require-
ment to be relaxed. The results in Table 1 are based
on combining heterozygotes with different pairs of
alleles. In many studies, the investigator will have
too few heterozygotes with precisely the same
alleles to develop separate calibration curves for
each. Our preliminary data (not shown) suggested

that the drift in apparent allele ratio as the size
difference between the alleles grows was minimal,
especially with a size difference smaller than 10
base pairs. We had limited data to examine this
question, however, and would welcome additional
investigations.

In conclusion, the use of time-release PCR using
fluorescently labeled oligonucleotide primers fol-
lowed by capillary electrophoresis provides a highly
reliable method for the detection of AI when used on
DNA of sufficient quantity and quality isolated from
a small number of representative cells. Given the
assumptions about heterozygosity of lymphocytes
and about various statistical properties of the
measurements of AI, a simple statistical procedure
can be used to decide whether a given sample has
AI. This method should prove valuable when large
numbers of clinical specimens need to be investi-
gated at multiple chromosomal loci.
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